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Proposed Outfall Alignments
Marine Seismic Profiling Services
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

ASI Group Ltd. (ASI) was contracted by Coffey Geotechnics Inc. (CGI) to provide marine seismic
profiling services in support of the proposed Duffin Creek WPCP Outfall Project. The study area is
located in Lake Ontario near Ajax, Ontario (see Figure 1, Site Plan). CGI required a marine seismic
profiling survey to assist with planning the geotechnical drilling program and to assist with the
project design and alignment selection.

CGI requested the following:

 ASI to obtain a seismic profile along the centerline of two proposed alignments. CGI
indicated that a buried valley is known to exist along the eastern alignment (Alignment 1)
approximately 1100 metres from shore. The buried valley runs in a NE/SW direction and
has approximately 15 metres of overburden comprised of organic silt. This information was
obtained from boreholes conducted in a 1974/1975 investigation in the area.

 The horizontal coordinate system to be used for data collection is to be the Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM-Zone 17) system, North American Datum 1983 (NAD83).

 Measured water depths to be referenced to the International Great Lakes Datum (IGLD85)
for Lake Ontario which is 74.2 metres above sea level (IGLD 1985).
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CGI provided ASI with coordinates (UTM Zone 17 – NAD83) for two possible alignments as follows:

Alignment 1

1. Shore Point: N 4853043m, E 656884m
2. Bend Point: N 4851798m, E 657616m
3. Offshore Point: N 4850277m, E 658914m

The distance from point 1 to 2 is 1439 metres and from 2 to 3 is 2000 metres.

Alignment 2

1. Shore Point: N 4853195m, E 657159m
2. Bend Point: N 4852153m, E 658100m
3. Offshore Point: N 4850459m, E 659163m

The distance from point 1 to 2 is 1399 metres and from 2 to 3 is 2000 metres.

2.0 METHODS

All field work was undertaken from June 4 to June 10, 2010.

ASI provided the survey vessel, the echosounder, the DGPS system, the navigation and data
collection software, a certified hydrographer, a survey technician, and the vessel operator.

ASI retained Geophysics GPR International Inc. (GGII) for the air gun expertise and capability. GGII
provided the seismic air gun equipment and two operators. ASI directed all survey operations.

The initial plan was to interpret the refracted seismic waves. The refracted wave is often referred
to as the “first arrival”. The seismic refraction method relies on measuring the transit time of the
wave that takes the shortest time to travel from the shot-point to a vibration-detecting device
known as a geophone or hydrophone. The fastest seismic waves are the compressional (P) or
acoustic waves, where displaced particles oscillate in the direction of wave propagation. The
refraction method is the preferred method for mapping bedrock as it provides measured velocities
that can be used to identify the geologic contacts. The refracted wave is the fastest arrival, but also
typically the weakest. There did not appear to be any shortage of seismic energy from the large air
gun, as evidenced from the strength of the reflected energy. The lack of refracted arrivals is
therefore most likely due to the geologic materials themselves. The region is known to have a
discontinuous, very dense silt-till called the Newmarket Till. This material has been encountered in
seismic surveys in Durham Region and the P-wave velocity can be on the order of 2200 to
2600 m/s. This velocity range overlaps the velocity range for shale (1800 to 4200 m/s). The high
velocity overburden is not a problem logistically on land (as long as it doesn’t exceed the velocity of
the rock) because in order to measure the thickness (i) the source is positioned further away from
the receivers or (ii) the geophone spacing is increased. Unfortunately, in the case of a marine
survey the receivers can only be offset from the boat the distance of the lead-in cable. In this case
the lead-in cable is 40 metres and the spacing between geophones was 5 metres. These
specifications could not be adjusted. The alternative was to perform a reflection survey, which is
described in Section 2.6. The following discussion will describe the method and the results.
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2.1 Personnel

The field personnel in this project are listed below:

 Scott Waite (ASI) – Field Party Chief/Certified Hydrographer
 Rob Hollander (ASI) – Boat Operator/ Technician
 Ben McClement (GGII) – Seisomograph Operator
 Christian Chatel (GGII) – Senior Technician

2.2 Survey Vessel

ASI supplied a 7.2 metre aluminum survey vessel, the ASI Surveyor, equipped with a 200 HP
outboard engine (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Photograph of ASI Survey Vessel, the ASI Surveyor

The survey vessel was outfitted with the DGPS equipment, an Odom Hydrotrac precision echo
sounder, and a portable computer with navigation and data collection software (Hypack Max), and
the seismic profiling equipment. Equipment specifications are provided in Appendix A.

2.3 Positioning

All navigation and positioning was performed using a sub-metre Differential Global Positioning
System (DGPS), an Omnistar 3000 LR12. All positions were recorded in UTM (Universal Transverse
Mercator) Zone 17 coordinates using the NAD83 (North American Datum 1983) Horizontal Datum.
Differential corrections from the Omnistar subscription service were used for DGPS positioning. ASI
provided positioning data to GGII.
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The chainages noted on the seismic sections are distances along each alignment from the 0+00
point located on-shore.

The linear units of measure employed during the survey were metres.

The GPS receiver was placed at the starboard side of the vessel. The reference zero point for the
vessel was the position of the echo-sounder transducer. The various instrument offsets relative to
the GPS antenna were entered into the Hypack Max program, allowing positional corrections to be
carried out.

2.4 Bathymetric Measurements

Bathymetric data was collected simultaneously with seismic profiling using a single beam survey-
standard echo sounder, an Odom Hydrotrac. This echo sounder produced a continuous bottom
profile at a rate of seven soundings per second with both digital and hard copy outputs. The
positioning and echo sounding equipment was interfaced with a hydrographic data collection and
processing software package, Hypack Max. This same software package was used for navigation
and survey line planning and execution during the survey. Hypack Max is used by the Canadian
Hydrographic Service, the St. Lawrence Seaway Management Corporation, and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers.

A standard “bar check” was performed at the beginning and end of each survey day in order to
calibrate the echo sounder (i.e., adjust for transducer depth and speed of sound).

Water elevation data during survey data collection periods were obtained from the Toronto water
level recording gauge (#13320) and the Oshawa water level recording gauge (#13590) operated
by the Canadian Hydrographic Service. Chart datum for Lake Ontario is 74.2 metres (International
Great Lakes Datum 1985). All measured water depths were corrected to International Great Lakes
Datum 1985 (IGLD 85) using this water level information. Both of these gauges are a considerable
distance from the study area, therefore the water level information from both of these stations was
used to calculate and pro-rate water level information for the study area. The water level data were
provided to GGII by ASI. Over the course of the survey time, the water level ranged from 0.58 to
0.67 metres above the chart datum of 74.2 metres. Given the accuracy of the seismic results, an
average water level of 74.82 metres was used for all calculations.

2.5 Survey Design

The marine seismic refraction was carried out along the centreline of the two possible alignments
for the outfall pipe. The equipment used for the marine seismic survey was an ABEM MK-VI 24-
channel digital seismograph, along with a 24-hydrophone streamer and a Bolt Model 5500 airgun
system with a 40 cubic inch chamber as the source (see Figure 3). The seismic streamer used for
the refraction survey had hydrophones spaced at 5 metre intervals (see Figure 4). The source –
streamer offset was set varied from 30 to 10 metres. Along the survey lines, one shot was fired
approximately every 10 metres.
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Figure 3: Photograph of air gun suspended beneath surf board

Figure 4: Photograph of hydrophone streamer being deployed
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2.6 Seismic Reflection Profiling

2.6.1 Basic Theory

The seismic reflection method relies on measuring the transit time of an acoustic energy wave that
travels from the energy source location to a reflective event (i.e., change in acoustic impedance)
and back to a receiver (geophone). The fastest seismic waves are the compressional (P) or acoustic
waves. Figure 5 illustrates a basic geometric layout for reflection ray paths.

Figure 5: Seismic method operating principle

The combination of geophone spacing and shot interval used for this investigation results in a 4 to
6-fold data set, where fold refers to the multiplicity of the common-midpoint data points. The fold
may be less for some shot gathers depending on geometry and individual geophone trace quality.

2.6.2 Processing of Reflection Data

A software package produced by Parallel Geoscience Corporation called Seismic Processing
Workspace (SPW) was used to carry out the processing of the entire data set. The two modules of
SPW used were Flowchart and Seisviewer. The Flowchart module is a graphic interface that allows
one to construct and execute a processing sequence on an imported data set. The Seisviewer
module allows one to visually examine and interpret the data records at any stage in the
processing sequence, and to design and test filters for use in the Flowchart module.

There are some common processing steps for every reflection dataset. These are purely
mathematical or systematic steps that account for site conditions. There are also processing steps
that serve to enhance the appearance of reflectors. Some of the more common steps include the
removal of traces that are unusually noisy (trace kills) or correction of topography (statics
corrections). In the processing sequence used for this project, there is flexibility in the order and
the settings used in some optional processing steps (in particular, steps 4 to 9).
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It is important to note that there is no single correct processing sequence, as the processing steps
and sequence are dependent on the geology and method of data collection. The following is a list
of the processing steps and the order in which they were applied for this project.

1) Input *.SG2 data, Demultiplexing (data input and organization)
2) Geometry Applied (add shot and receiver location and elevation to raw data)
3) Apply static shifts to compensate for airgun delay.
4) Spiking Deconvolution Applied in an attempt to refine the reflectors.
5) Time Varient Bandpass filter to remove unnecessary low-and high-frequency noise.
6) Predictive Deconvolution Filter (critical for eliminating multiple reflections and strengthening

relevant events)
7) Apply NMO (Velocity profiles obtained by constant velocity stacks)
8) CMP Stack (stacking data to improve signal-to-noise ratio)
9) Dip Moveout (DMO – corrects for moveout in areas of dipping geology)
10) Migration and AGC (Migration is used last to migrate reflection points closer to their true

subsurface locations and convert the vertical scale from time to depth)

After each step was applied in the SPW Flowchart Module, its results were viewed in the SPW
Seisviewer Module to ensure optimal quality. For a single step, it is not uncommon for processing
parameters to undergo several modifications before a suitable set of parameters is found.

The migration is not overly critical because there are very few point source reflectors, though it
does tend to make the major reflectors thinner and adjust the event times. Migrated sections are
almost always more accurate than unmigrated sections. The AGC, where applied, will increase the
overall strength of all the reflectors with the exception of the largest reflectors.

Depending upon the quality of the individual traces it was possible to “fold” up to 6 traces to
produce each trace in the final section. The fold of the data is equivalent to the number of
Common Midpoints collected at a given receiver location. There is a trace every five (5) metres in
the final section.

3.0 RESULTS

The interpreted results of this investigation are presented in Figure 3. Appendix B contains the
seismic sections.

The sections are shown as pseudo-depth because all the measurements are based on arrival times
which must be converted to depth through the application of a velocity profile. The common-offset
plots use a single velocity of 1450 m/s for the water and sedimentary material. This value is
appropriate for the water column but is likely under estimated for the sediments. Depending on the
nature of the sediments, the velocity could be upwards of 2200 m/s. This would cause the
interpreted depths to be too shallow by approximately 10 to 20% in areas of dense till.

The CMP stack for the eastern profile uses an average velocity calculated from a velocity analysis of
the CMP data. This average velocity incorporates the water column and sediment material. This
velocity ranged from 1450 to 1555 m/s.
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The interpreted bedrock profile for both alignments is very similar. The interpreted bedrock
elevation ranges from 48 to 69 metres. The interpreted bedrock depth from water surface ranges
from approximately 6 to 26 metres.

Borehole data is the best method for correcting for variations in velocity or resolving any
discrepancies.

Suggested borehole locations along both alignments have been identified in the drawings and are
indicated in Table 1.

Table 1: Suggested Borehole Locations

EASTERN PROFILE
(UTM – Zone 17, NAD 83 Coordinates)

Borehole Northing (m) Easting (m) Chainage (m)
BH-1 4852789 657518 542.0
BH-2 4852643 657654 741.4
BH-3 4852462 657822 988.4
BH-4 4851615 658438 2032.8
BH-5 4851502 658509 2165.4
BH-6 4850682 659023 3128.8

WESTERN PROFILE
(UTM – Zone 17, NAD 83 Coordinates)

Borehole Northing (m) Easting (m) Chainage (m)
BH-1 4852656 657114 450.2
BH-2 4852463 657219 669.8
BH-3 4852197 657382 981.7
BH-4 4851479 657895 1862.3
BH-5 4851147 658172 2292.1
BH-6 4850454 658763 3199.0
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4.0 CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

A total of 6.8 km of seismic data has been collected along the two proposed outfall alignments. The
profiles started approximately 100 metres from shore for both data sets.

The proposed methodology of seismic refraction analysis is the preferred technique for accurately
mapping the depth to bedrock for engineering projects. Tests performed on-site revealed that the
refraction arrivals where not apparent. Further testing using the refraction method would have
required the use of explosives, a very long hydrophone streamer (> 200 m) and multiple survey
boats. Even with these, the refraction method may not have been successful due to a potential lack
of velocity contrast between the till and bedrock, the presence of loose organics and the signal to
noise ratio. After analysis of the test data, it was determined that the seismic reflection technique
was the best alternative.

The interpreted seismic sections are presented as Figure 6 and 7. The reflection images are
provided in Appendix B.

The interpreted bedrock profiles for both alignments are very similar. The bedrock elevation ranges
from 48 to 69 metres (depth from water surface of approximately 6 to 26 metres).

There is a noticeable change in signal quality in the vicinity of the interpreted valleys. This change
in character could be indicative of looser organic material. This loose organic material strongly
absorbs the seismic signal and it can be difficult if not impossible to detect reflected/refracted
arrivals. The interpretation is further complicated in this area by the multiples from the water
bottom.

The larger valley along the eastern profile is roughly at chainage 3+20 to 11+70 and is also
apparent along the western profile roughly at chainage 3+60 to 11+60. The elevation of the
interpreted bedrock at the lowest point of the valley for the east and west profiles is approximately
48 metres. This corresponds to a depth from water surface of approximately 27 metres and occurs
at chainages 9+40 and 6+70 for the east and west profiles, respectively. At chainage 9+40 on the
east profile the water depth is approximately 10 metres. At chainage 6+70 for the west alignment
the water depth is approximately 8 metres. There is a possibility of another much smaller valley on
the eastern profile from 20+50 to 22+40. This smaller valley is not apparent on the western
profile. The elevation of the interpreted bedrock at the lowest point of this smaller valley is
approximately 47 metres at chainage 21+25 on the east profile. The water depth at this point is
approximately 18 metres.

The two main sources of uncertainty in the results of a seismic reflection survey are in the velocity
analysis and the assigning of reflectors to given geologic units. The estimated error in calculated
depths should be on the order of +/-10 to 20%, assuming the appropriate reflector has been
chosen. It is most likely that the depths will be greater than interpreted. Borehole data is the best
way to resolve these issues. The assigning of the correct reflector to a given geologic unit is a
larger source of error and it is not possible to assign an estimated percentage error. A dense till
may have the same reflection as the bedrock surface thus borehole data are required to aid in the
reflector identification.
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Borehole data were available from a geotechnical investigation conducted in 1974 for corroboration
with the reflection data. The coordinates of these boreholes were not available so the depths and
units encountered could only be used as possible guidelines in the interpretation of the eastern
profile. Borehole data were available for the interpretation of the western alignment.

Suggested borehole locations along both alignments have been identified in the drawings and are
indicated in Table 3. These boreholes can be used to aid in the assigning of geologic units to the
identified reflectors and to assign more accurate seismic velocities. The boreholes should extend
into the bedrock as refusal may only indicate boulders or very dense till.
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G E N E R A L
S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
CONSTRUCTED
Custom made aluminum survey vessel with full 
enclosed cabin
COMBINED BOAT & TRAILER WEIGHT
2670 KG (5886.3 LBS) 
(as weighed on scales at MTO)
ESTIMATED TRAILER WEIGHT
454 KG (1000 LBS)
ESTIMATED BOAT WEIGHT
2216 KG (4886.3 LBS)
HULL
Length  7.6 m/25 ft.
Beam 2.7 m/9 ft.
MINIMUM DRAFT REQUIREMENT
0.6 m/2 ft.”
DECK SPACE
2m/6’-5”L x 2.4 m/8’-0” W open aft deck
DECK EQUIPMENT
Small davit with hand winch
PROPULSION
Evinrude 200 Hp outboard
Evinrude 9.9 Hp kicker
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
Radar: JRC 1000
DGPS/Sounder: Garmin GPS map 168 sounder
Sounder: Impulse QT206
RADIO EQUIPMENT 
VHF Icom IC M45
POWER SUPPLY
12V and 110 V onboard supply

M A R I N E  G E O P H Y S I C A L  S E R V I C E S
SINGLE BEAM AND MULTIBEAM ECHO SOUNDING
Provides precise depth measurements for hydrographic/bathymetric surveys for engineering applications.
SIDE SCAN SONAR SURVEYS
Simultaneous collection of dual frequency (100/500 kHz) side scan sonar data for bottom mapping.
SUB-BOTTOM PROFILING
Detection of buried targets and measurement of overburden thickness.
MARINE MAGNETOMETER SURVEYS
Detection of ferrous targets on or below the bottom surface.
OPEN WATER REMOTELY OPERATED VEHICLE (ROV) 
ASI’s SeaEye Falcon and Seabotix LBV utilized in geophysical surveys are depth rated to 300 m and operate at 
speeds up to 4 knots. They are equipped with profiling/imaging sonar, video, still photography and manipulators.
WATER/SEDIMENT SAMPLING 
Deployment of limnological instrumentation for environmental impact assessment, habitat assessment 
and biological sampling.

C O M M E R C I A L  D I V I N G  S E R V I C E S
ASI conduct commercial diving services compliant under the Province of Ontario - Ministry of Labour 
guidelines, diving Regulations O. Reg.. 629/94 and Canadian Standards Association (CSA) guidelines 
Competency Standard for diving operations CAN/CSA-Z275.4-97. Diving operations are supported by 3-5 
man commercial crew, using surface supplied air diving systems and two-way voice communications 

technology between the diver and topside personnel.
UNDERWATER INSPECTIONS
Civil engineering visual, photographic, video and sonar 
inspections; metal thickness/nondestructive testing; 
cathodic protection surveys.
ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
Spill site inspections and remediation, substrate mapping; 
delineation and mapping of sediment 
contaminant; physical removal of contaminated sediment.

M O B I L I Z A T I O N  & 
D E M O B I L I Z A T I O N
The complete system can be trailered for road 
transportation to and from work sites.  ASI Surveyor can be 
launched by trailer at suitable boat ramps or deployed by 
crane in areas with limited access.

PO Box 2205, 250 Martindale Road
St. Catharines, ON
Canada  L2R 7R8  

 Tel 905-641-0941  Fax 905-641-1825  

PO Box 86, 120 Seaway Road
Sarnia, ON

Canada N7T 8A5
Tel 519-383-7822  Fax 519-383-7870

www.asi-group.com
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HYPACK® MAX * HYPACK® MAX * HYPACK® MAX HYSWEEP®

SURVEY DESIGN SINGLE BEAM EDITOR SECTIONS/VOLUMES MULTISCAN

HYPACK™ MAX contains powerful tools that let you quickly design and
display your survey information.  Its powerful drawing engine can display
background files in DXF, DGN, TIF, S-57, BSB raster and C-Map vector, at
any rotation.  Design tools allow you to quickly create planned lines in a
variety of patterns, including multiple segment lines.  HYPACK™ MAX
automatically stores your data to project directories, allowing you to set up
new survey projects and to quickly return and survey existing projects.  All of
this, in Windows’ easy drag-and-drop environment, makes learning HYPACK
MAX a breeze.

HYPACK™ MAX’s graphical editing routines allow you to quickly edit your
single beam survey data.  Water level corrections can be automatically
applied using RTK GPS water level techniques, telemetry gauges, manual
observations or download of NOAA water level data.  Sound velocity
corrections can also be applied.  Users can quickly review and edit individual
points or blocks of data.  HYPACK™ MAX’s new “Field to Finish” process
now allows users to automatically edit their data, perform sounding reduction
and generate final products, before you reach the dock!

HYPACK™ MAX’s Cross Section and Volume program is used by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers to compute precise quantities in support of
dredging projects.  The program can compute average end area quantities
for pre-dredge and pre-dredge versus post-dredge surveys for the entire
channel.  Quantities can be printed and sections with quantity information
can be printed or plotted.  The Cross Sections program allows users to
present multiple sections on a single graph, allowing for historical
comparisons of cross section profiles.  Volumes can also be computed using
complete surfaces in HYPACK™ MAX’s TIN Model program.

HYSWEEP is an optional package, used for the collection and processing of
multi-beam and multiple transducer data.  The Multiscan program is used for
data collection.  It provides visualization tools for multibeam data while
providing sub-millisecond time tagging of sensor data.  Waterfall displays of
multibeam and multiple transducer data, beam patterns, color-coded
coverage diagrams, side scan sonar displays and quality control windows
allow you to make sure your survey meets your specifications in real time. 
Multiscan also allows real time targeting of bottom objects.  Multiscan runs
simultaneously with the HYPACK™ MAX Survey program.

DATA COLLECTION EXPORT TO CAD SURFACE MODELING MULTIBEAM EDITOR

HYPACK™ MAX’s Survey program allows the flexibility and power needed
to perform your work.  It supports GPS, Range-Azimuth and Range-Range
systems.  It provides full support for almost every echosounder, gyro, motion
sensors, magnetometer, tide gauges or other survey devices.  It supports
single vessels, multiple vessels or ROVs.  Users can display background
chart data in DXF, DGN, S-57, BSB Raster, C-Map or VPF.  Users with dual
monitors can configure separate helmsman and operator monitors.  Once
you survey in HYPACK™ MAX, you’ll be hooked.

Import and export between HYPACK™ MAX and CAD/GIS systems is
simple.  HYPACK™ MAX can display DXF and DGN files from CAD/GIS in
the Design screen and in real time on the Survey screen.  It also allows users
to export soundings, track lines, planned survey lines, targets, projection tics
and contours to a variety of CAD/GIS formats.  Users can also build
“composites” of different CAD/GIS information in the Survey program,
overlaying construction drawings in DXF or DGN on top of orthometric
photos (TIF) or electronic chart (S-57; C-Map; BSB) info.

HYPACK™ MAX has a powerful surface modeling program which creates
TIN models of your single beam, multiple transducer, or multibeam data. 
The TIN Model program can provide 2-D and 3-D views of your surface with
color-contouring and light-shading.  It also enables you to compute volumes
for your survey data versus either a constant level, a channel surface or a
previous survey.  Users can cut sections through surfaces and perform
standard average end-area volume computations.  The TIN Model program
also exports contours to DXF format for export to CAD.

HYSWEEP’s powerful editor allows users to graphical edit multibeam and
multiple transducer data.  Users can apply water level corrections and sound
velocity information.  The Multibeam Editor computes refraction corrections
and then displays the sounding information in either wireframe or solid TIN
view.  Users can manually edit the sounding data or use powerful automated
filters to remove bad data points.  Data is then exported to either HYPACK™
MAX SWP or ASCII XYZ format where users can then access all of
HYPACK™ MAX’s powerful final product programs.



HYPACK™ MAX Components

C Create planned survey lines
S Single and Multiple Segments
S 2-D or 3-D with Channel Cross Section Templates

C Create plotting sheets
S Used for plotting during data collection or for generating smooth sheets

C Create matrix files
S Real time coverage maps
S Binning of sounding data
S Paint the bottom in real time with depth information

C Background in Survey display
S BSB Raster (from Maptech)
S Microstation DGN
S CAD DXF (Drawing Exchange Format)
S Ortho-photo (Registered TIF)
S S-57 Version 3 (DX-90) Vector Chart Data
S C-Map Vector Chart Data
S NIMA Vector Product Format (VPF)

C Geodesy tools
S On-line 3 and 7-parameter datum transformations
S National grids, including U.S. State Plane NAD-27 and NAD-83
S Corpscon transformation module
S Datum Transformation, Grid Conversion, and Inverse routines

C Survey
S Single beam, Dual frequency, Multi-beam and Multiple Transducer

Support
S GPS, Range-Azimuth, Range-Range positioning system support
S RTK GPS real time water level determination
S Separate helmsman and operator displays (requires special video cards)
S Real time targeting and navigation data

C Data Processing
S Water Level / Tides: RTK GPS, telemetry, manual, harmonic
S Sound velocity corrections with refraction corrections
S Interactive, graphical editing of single beam data

C Sounding Selection
S Cartographic sorting
S Binning (Mapper) 
S Sounding reduction based on surface modeling

C Cross Section and Volumes
S Average End Area (Pre-Dredge and Pre-Dredge versus Post-Dredge)
S Standard HYPACK method for complex cross sections
S USACE Methods (Savannah; Philadelphia)
S Printing and plotting of sections in true scale
S Multiple cross sections for historical comparisons

C Smooth Sheets
S Output for HP/GL compatible plotters
S Grids, track lines, soundings, planned lines, targets, title blocks
S Contours (solid line or solid color filled)

C Surface Modeling (TIN Models)
S Volume by surface comparison

S Survey vs. Level (reservoir)
S Survey vs. Channel
S Survey vs. Previous Survey (Beach Erosion Studies)

S 2-D and 3-D Presentations
S Solid surface and color-contoured models with light shading
S Generation of DXF Contour (Smoothing, Solid Color Fills, 2-D or 3-D)
S Cutting sections through surface models

C Import/Export to CAD
S Import DXF and DGN to Design and Survey programs
S Export DXF, DGN (and coming soon - S-57)
S Export soundings, track lines, planned lines, targets and projection grids

C Metadata (Generate FGDC compliant metadata files for your data)
C Digitizing of echograms and chart information
C File adjustments to correct mounting and timing errors
C Single beam latency test to determine delays between navigation and

echosounder.
C Coastal Oceanographics’ famous technical support

HYSWEEP Multi-beam & Multiple Transducer Option

Multiscan: Real time data collection and visualization
C Time tagging to sub-millisecond accuracy
C Accepts input from:

S Reson multi-beams
S Odom multi-beams and multiple transducer systems
S ELAC Hydrostar multi-beam
S Simrad multi-beams
S Atlas multi-beam
S Ross multiple transducer systems
S Seatex and TSS motion reference units
S Most industry gyros and fluxgates
S Navigation data from HYPACK™ MAX and HYPACK™ 8.9

C Real time visualization tools
S Profile (Sweep, Beam Pattern or Wavefront)
S 3-D Seafloor (Wireframe, Solid TIN & Color TIN)
S Multibeam Waterfall (Solid TIN & Color TIN)
S Sidescan Waterfall & Sidescan Signal Diagram
S Area Coverage Map (both Multibeam and Sidescan)
S Q-C Tests

S Average depth change by beam
S Estimated standard deviation by beam
S Nadir beam versus single beam statistics

C Real time targeting from multi-beam and side scan displays

Multibeam Editor: Multibeam and multiple transducer editing
C Review of position, gyro and heave-pitch-roll information
C Entry of water level corrections
C Entry of sound velocity corrections for ray-bending calculations
C Graphical review and editing of survey data

S 3-D Color coded wire frame
S 3-D Solid TIN presentation
S Perspective or profile views

C Automated and manual filtering
C Export to HYPACK™ MAX SWP, NOAA and ASCII XYZ formats

Multibeam Patch Test
C Determines alignment and timing errors of multi-beam system.

HYPACK™ MAX Configurations

HYPACK™ MAX - Our normal package which has everything you need to
design your survey, collect your single beam data, process it and generate
final products.

HYSWEEP - The optional package which allows you to collect and process
multi-beam and multiple transducer data.

SURVEY MAX - For users who already have a HYPACK™ MAX license and
want to outfit another survey vessel.  It allows access to the programs
needed for survey design and data collection.

MAX LITE - The standard HYPACK™ MAX, less the final product programs
(Plotting, TIN Modeling, Digitizing and Cross Sections and Volumes).  Sold
to clients who will be using CAD/GIS for their final products.

MAX OFFICE - For clients who want to set up an additional processing
computer, MAX OFFICE allows access to the single beam processing,
sounding selection and final product programs.

Coastal Oceanographics, Inc.
11-G Old Indian Trail
Middlefield, CT 06455 USA
Internet: www.coastalo.com
e-mail: sales@coastalo.com
Phone: (860)-349-3800
Fax: (860)-349-1982
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SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency
• 200 kHz (standard)

• 210, 40 & 33 kHz (optional)

Output Power
• 600 Watts

Power Requirement
• 11-28 VDC (standard)

• 110/220 VAC (optional)

Ports
• 2 (RS232 or RS422)

FEATURES

• 8.5"/216 mm Thermal Printer (fax paper)

• LCD Display (1" high)

• Sealed Keypad Controls
• Manual/Remote Mark Command
• Auto Scale Change (phasing)

• GPS Input
• Heave Input from Motion Sensor
• Annotation Printed on Chart
• Auto Pulse Length, AGC & TVG
• Output:  NMEA, ECHOTRAC,
   DESO 25, etc.
• Waterproof
• Lightweight (24.8 lbs./ 11.25 kg.)

• Small Size (14.5h x 16.5w x 8.0d inches) 
(36.83h x 41.91w x 20.32d cm)

• Accuracy: 200 kHz-1cm±0.1% of depth
value (corrected for sound velocity)

33 kHz-10cm±0.1% of depth
value (corrected for sound velocity)

• Resolution: 0.1 ft./.01 meters
• Fix Mark Print Date, Time, Fix No.,

Depth (and GPS position if input)

• Optional 200 kHz Side Scan Transducer
• Optional Built-in DGPS Beacon

Receiver Including Combined Antenna
• Optional Left-Right Indicator
• Flash Memory Upgrade
• Built-in Simulator

CONTROLS

• Sensitivity
• Chart On/Off & Advance
• Event Mark (internal selectable timer)

• Transmit Power (600/160/35 watts)

TOUCH PAD SETTINGS

• Draft, Velocity & Tide Inputs
• Time & Date
• Scale Width & Center
• Blanking
• Calibration Gate
• Alarm Filter
• Fix Interval
• Chart Speed
• HELP Function (prints on chart)

• Current Parameters (prints on chart)

was specifically designed to

work on small survey boats and inflatable water

craft in rugged conditions such as surf zones. while

being compact and portable, it is fully waterproof

during operation. hydrotrac incorporates the

thermal printer and advanced features of odom’s

established echotrac line of echo sounders and is

competitively priced.

8178 GSRI Avenue Building B

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 70820-7405 USA

E-mail: email@odomhydrographic.com

http://www.odomhydrographic.com
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Odom Hydrotrac
featuring full waterproof cover.







TERRALOC MK6 FEATURES

Great features in a small seismograph

The Terraloc mark 6 is a high resolution multi-channel seismograph with an 18-bit A/D
converter and 3-bit instantaneous floating point (IFP) amplifier. Overall resolution is thus
21 bits. Its dynamic range, 126 dB, eliminates all gain setting hassles and satisfies the
most stringent shallow reflection requirements.

7,8" full colour daylight-visible backlit display with VGA resolution
Armoured glass LCD protection
Sealed, Rugged aluminium case protects against weather and rough handling
sealed 1.44 MB 3.5" floppy drive
Numeric keyboard
Command keyboard
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APPENDIX B:

Seismic Profiles
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